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What is your definition of a Green Leader?
A Green Leader encourages and inspires others to be engaged in 
sustainability and leads by example. The more people that you can inspire 
to be sustainably conscious, the greater overall impact we can make 
together.

How does your team support your efforts?
I have an AMAZING team! Several team members are volunteers on our 
Green Team that meet regularly to identify new initiatives, prioritize them 
and enact them. All team members enthusiastically follow the sustainability 
protocols daily and offer ideas for new initiatives. One of our clinical 
assistants even put together an amazing presentation for the entire team on 
recycling so that we could better understand what can and what cannot be 
recycled.

Some of our initiatives:

• We became the first General Dentistry office in the nation to become 
carbon neutral.

• 100% of our electricity is renewable through the MG&E Greener 
Tomorrow program.

• We have recycling bins throughout the office and make it a daily 
endeavor to recycle or recover wherever possible including our suction 
straws, Isolytes, N2O hoods, iTero sleeves, prophy polishing angles, 
masks, gloves, clear aligners, etc.

• We use reusable cloth towels in our team restrooms, and use reusable 
cloth jackets rather than disposable ones.

• We have several paper reduction protocols such as online referrals, 

digital faxes, scans and insurance benefits statements, text and email vs 
snail mail.

• We turned down the temperature in our IT closet and we shut down 
computers on the weekends.

• Our cleaning team uses all green products and practices. We weigh 
our garbage and recycling daily to keep track of the amount of waste 
that we are diverting from the landfills which also allows us to create 
improvement goals.

What is your favorite GREEN thing to do?
One of our proudest accomplishments is our Artisan Dental Recycling 
Program. We created the first Oral Health Care Products recycling 
program in our county. Anyone can drop off their used toothbrushes, 
toothpaste tubes, floss containers, mouthwash bottles, deodorant 
containers and soap wrappers. We work with Terracycle to recycle these 
items and keep them out of the landfills. For each item recycled we earn 
points that convert into a cash donation to our local non-profit partners.

I LOVE this program because not only does it keep all of these items 
out of the landfills, but it allows us to give back to the many deserving 
organizations in our community that need our help. Everyone wins!

How does your work/green mindset carry over to 
your own/home life?
Sustainability is so contagious! I love to inspire my family and friends to 
become more green too. 
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...GREEN LEADER CONTINUED

Our family tries our best to stay away from disposable items when 
possible and recycle as much as possible. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle! I 
have silicone and stainless steel straws everywhere! We also feel that is 
important to support companies with sustainable and ethical visions with 
our purchases. 

As the 2021 Green Leader, what would you like to 
share with practice owners about how their leadership 
can impact the environmental impact at their practices?
I am so fortunate to work for practice owners, Scott and Dr Nicole 
Andersen, that fully support and embrace sustainability in our practice 
which not only makes my job easier in implementing initiatives, but also 
creates more engagement from the team as a whole.

The most important piece of advice that I can give is that you don’t need 
to start out BIG. I actually recommend starting with 1 or 2 small ideas that 
you can easily implement so that the team can see that it is easy to make 
changes and creates buy-in. Some examples: 

• Instead of printing out your patients’ insurance benefits, save them 
digitally and place them in the patient’s document center for future 
reference.

• Instead of copying a patient’s insurance card, scan it and again save it 
in their document center.

• Stop printing route slips. This can initially create some anxiety with the 
team, so we started by not printing the hygienists’ route slips only and 
later stopped printing the doctors’ slips.

• Turn off computers on the weekends.

• I highly recommend creating your own Green Team to discuss 
projects, prioritize them and collaborate to achieve goals. The team 

members that volunteer are already showing a commitment to 
sustainability simply by joining the Green Team. You’ll be amazed at 
all of the ideas that they will come up with. Some ideas may not be 
possible at first, or ever, but many of the ideas are possible, and with 
very little cost to the practice. Some of the ideas may actually save 
the practice money. Fringe benefit: It’s a great way to create team 
bonding too.

• Communicate with your patients, team and other stakeholders 
all of the new green initiatives you are implementing. Through this 
communication you can receive a return on your investment by 
demonstrating your commitment to the environment and in turn, 
attracting and retaining new patients. I invite you to check out our 
social media to see how Artisan Dental has shared our efforts. 
www.artisandentalmadison.com

• Sustainability is a differentiator! Sustainable business approaches 
take into consideration the economic, social and environmental 
influences on a business and the stakeholders a business serves.  
Sustainable approaches also enable a business to more fully 
contribute to the health and well-being of the economic, social and 
environmental spheres in which it operates.  The business case 
for employing sustainability principles is stronger than it has ever 
been. This is due to the changing attitudes and goals of consumers, 
employees and investors who wish to buy from, work for and 
invest in businesses who are making a positive impact on these 
same economic, social and environmental factors.  By employing 
sustainability approaches, businesses will be able to participate in 
these cultural shifts by attracting and retaining this rapidly growing 
group of consumers, employees, and investors.

The more engaged your leadership team is, the greater the goals that you 
can achieve as an organization. n


